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Pisces —There are about seventeen species of fish found in the

Valley. Of these, 9 are of Central Asiatic origin, 7 of Indian origin,

and one introduced.

Amphibia —Frogs (Rana limnocharis and R. cyarwphlyctis) are very

common. Their use as important fish food in trout farms has been
suggested to the fishery, authorities.

V. Concluding Remarks

The foregoing bird's-eye view of the fauna of Kashmir has brought
to light some interesting ecological problems which can very profitably

be tackled in the Kashmir Valley. The highly adapted hill-stream

fishes are sometimes suddenly washed down into almost stagnant waters

of the lakes. The recent zoological survey obtained a number of such

strayed individuals in the Wular Lake. It will be an interesting study

to know how a naturally induced sudden change of habitat affects the

life of such fishes. A detailed comparison of the fauna of Kashmir
with those of the adjoining geographical tracts is bound to throw a

flood of light on the problems of adaptation, speciation and zoogeo-
graphy.

As the approximate time when the Valley became isolated in its

present form is known as five lakh years, it may be possible to work
out the rate of speciation to a fairly accurate degree.

Lastly, the potentialities of Kashmir Valley for fishery development
cannot be overemphasized. The presence of vast water reservoirs

ideally suited for fish breeding, of many delicious species of fish, and
a great demand for fish among the population cannot but bring home
the urgent need for the development of fisheries in the Valley.

Zoological Survey of India,

Calcutta,
March 24, 1955.
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G. M. MULIK
H. KHAJURIA

19. THE ROYALCELLS OF THE TERMITE ODONTOTERMES
OBESUSWITH UNUSUALLYLARGEOPENINGS

[With one photo)

Royal cells of the termite Odontotermes ohesus are made of hard

clayey material. Their walls may be thin or thick and are occasionally

traversed by roots of the trees against which the mounds of this

termite are often constructed. The royal cells usually possess a few
small holes in their walls. These tiny holes allow passage for the

workers and soldiers but at the same time they are too narrow for

any transit of the royal pair.

Certain mounds of this termite were dug out in June 1954 (Loo.

Dhampur, West U.P,) and one of them showed an interesting condi-

tion. It had two royal cells : one situated at about ground level and
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the other about 4 inches below the first. Besides the usual tiny holes,

walls of each of these royal cells contained one exceptionally large

opening. It established a communication between the interior of the

royal chamber and the outside. In each cell the opening was 1.5 cm.

Royal cell of Odontotermes obesus, lateral view, showing an unusually large

opening x | (approx.)

wide and thus it was large enough for any transit of the queen. As
expected, both these royal cells were found to be empty. A normal
queen was recovered from a deeper level.

It is suggestive from the above, that the queen in this case had
been changing her position in the nest. A large hole was made each
time in the walls of the royal cell to enable her to be taken out and
transported to the new site by other members of the colony. A possi-

bility of such transportation of queen has previously been expressed

by Mukerji and Raychaudhuri (1942) in respect of O. redemaiini.

Dept. of Zoology,
University of Delhi, H, S. VISHNOI
May 14, 1955.
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20. THE BUTTERFLYTHECLA TRILOKA HANNYNGTON
(LEPIDOPTERA—LYCAENIDAE)

In 1910 there was published in Jouyti. Bom. Nat. Hist. Soc, Volume
XX, 'The Butterflies of Kumaun' by F. Hannyngton, who on page 367
described as a new species ZepJiyrus (now Thecla) triloka^ based on

3 females obtained in August in the Pindari Valley, Kumaun.


